SECURITY CONSULTATION

BY PTU ESS

Are you building a house or securing an office space?

Far too often we encounter persons either receiving poor advise or no advise at all concerning security.

All aspects of security are tied together and so we at PTU can help you see the big picture.

We consult on various security issues which include:

1. Which type of doors to use (specs/design/material)
2. Which types/ Functions of locks to use
3. Which door hardware is needed
4. Layout for Alarm Systems
5. Layout for CCTV Systems
6. Different phases of installation of the various systems
7. Identification of "Blind spots" or risky places
8. Resolving issues on sites that have been overlooked

Getting that right advise can make the biggest difference.

protecu868@gmail.com
790-6942 / 681-1397 / 472-6680

GET IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME